
 

OMENA WOODS MEADOW RECOVERY PLAN 

INTRODUCTION: 

A Natural Resources Management Plan was prepared for Omena Woods Association in June, 
2004 by Grand Traverse District Forester Rick Moore.  This Plan, covering the entire 110 
acres, was submitted and accepted by the Leelanau Conservancy as a condition for the 
Conservation Easement executed in 2004.  In this Plan, the property was divided into seven 
unit areas with differing ecological character.  These seven units were evaluated as to current 
status and recommendations were presented for each.  The open areas to be addressed for the 
restoration project are in Units 1 and 2.  Unit 1, consisting of 3.5 acres, is the gravel pit area 
bordering Omena Point Road.  Unit 2, consisting of 20.5 acres, describes the portion of 
Omena Woods immediately south of the gravel pit area.  

Mr. Moore’s recommendation for Unit 1 is to restore the site to a more natural environment 
through planting of native grasses, shrubs and trees.  He specifically recommended Little 
Bluestem and clumps of White Pine and Juneberry. 

Unit 2, at one time the site of a golf course, contained relatively large open meadows.  At the 
time of the evaluation in 2004, Mr. Moore described this unit “as a mosaic of grassy fields 
interspersed with pockets/groups of sapling and small pole size trees”.  To provide a 
diversity of habitats for birds and other wildlife along with wildflowers and an attractive 
meadow, he recommended that OWA maintain the features of this unit consisting of 
openings intermixed with forests.  His recommendation for control is as follows: 

“As the trees will continue to encroach into the openings, aggressive management 
efforts will be required to maintain the openings.  Through mechanical or chemical 
means, prevent the sumac, juniper and other species from spreading into the open 
fields.” 

 

CURRENT STATUS (September, 2008): 

The gravel pit area (Unit 1) is filling in to some extent with native shrubs and trees but has 
largely non-native grasses.  Although Mr. Moore’s recommendation of planting native plants 
has not been done, this area has improved aesthetically over the past few years.  The gravel 
pit area remains mostly open with a number of attractive birches, maples and other large 
trees. 

In the five years since Mr. Moore conducted the evaluation of Unit 2, the rapid spread and 
encroachment of sumac, juniper and other saplings has further deteriorated the openings.  
Some of these openings are now a jungle with a high density of shrubs over six feet high. 

In September 2008, OWA requested that Saving Birds Thru Habitat (SBTH) propose a 
“plan” for OWA to address the encroachment and provide for recovery of the open 
areas.  
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CURRENT PROGNOSIS AND RECOMMENDED APPROACH (September, 2008): 

The meadow areas in Unit 2 consist of a large, three to four acre opening in the center 
connected to the north by a narrow open corridor of half an acre and connected to an opening 
of approximately one and a quarter acres to the south.  The large center opening now suffers 
from extensive encroachment.  This area should be addressed first as recovery efforts will be 
more difficult and costly with each passing year. 

The gravel pit open area of Unit 1 is being encroached from the east and south sides although 
a number of desirable trees have appeared and are prospering in the open area with an overall 
improvement in the appearance.  We recommend that this be the last open area to address 
due to the more urgent priority for the Unit 2 open areas. 

SBTH proposes that Omena Woods consider a phased effort over a three year period to 
restore the meadow areas as follows: 

 

OWA MEADOW RECOVERY PLAN: 

SBTH recommends that OWA first address clearing the largest open area which is located 
essentially in the center of Unit 2 and then seeding an assortment of native grasses and 
wildflowers.  We propose for the first year a three day effort with volunteers and paid help 
involving a brush-hog, chainsaws, chipper, and spraying the cut sapling stumps with an 
herbicide to prevent resprouting.  The cut sumac and other saplings that aren’t ground up by 
the brush-hog or chipper will need to be gathered up and placed in brush piles next to the 
woods, somewhat out of sight from the trail. (A few brush piles would actually be good for 
wildlife.)   Once cleared, the area should be seeded with native grasses and wildflowers.    
Because the area is quite large, it would not be practical to plant individual plugs. SBTH 
recommends broadcast seeding. 

The clearing effort will require the greatest effort.  Most of the intruders are sumac and 
juniper although there are areas of encroachment from maple, aspen and other saplings as 
well.  Additionally, there are a number of small trees that should be removed.  We propose to 
retain the large trees and a few of the medium sized trees such as Black Cherry.  While the 
area will be largely restored, the presence of several large trees remaining will provide an 
attractive “savannah” appearance in some areas. 

In conjunction with the clearing and herbicide treatment, SBTH recommends that invasive 
species be removed wherever they are found in and near the meadow areas.  Although 
several individual Autumn Olive shrubs were observed, other invasives seen on the OWA 
property should be addressed by OWA.  These include Spotted Knapweed, Narrow leaf 
Cattail and a few Asian honeysuckle shrubs.  Poison Ivy should be sprayed along the trails. 
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Finally, several Bluebird houses should be placed in the open areas.  SBTH recommends a 
total of twelve Tree Branch Bluebird houses for the cleared areas.  These nest boxes should 
be placed near the woods, facing the openings. 

 

YEAR 1 (2009) OPERATIONAL PLAN: 

Goal  -  Restore all of the three open areas with an organized effort in each of the next three 
years.  Year 1 will concentrate on the largest meadow area in the middle of Unit 2.  

Operational Detail   - Clear the encroaching shrubs, saplings and small-to-medium size trees 
with a combination of brush-hog for saplings less than 1 ½” diameter and chainsaws for the 
larger diameter shrubs and trees.  All should be cut close to the ground. Although some of 
the sumac will die after cutting, most of the others will not and their growth through 
resprouting will be invigorated.  For that reason, SBTH recommends that all of the stumps be 
treated with an herbicide immediately following cutting.  This can be done with a backpack 
sprayer or commercial sprayer pulled behind a tractor. As it would be difficult to cut prickly 
junipers at the stump, it may be easier to foliar spray them with the herbicide Pathfinder 2. 

As a result of the cutting, there will be an enormous amount of brush to dispose of.  We 
recommend that most of this be removed with a rented chipper.  In some of the more isolated 
areas a few brush piles could be created. 

Following the clearing effort, the area should be broadcast seeded with native grasses and 
wildflowers.  Primary grass species recommended are Little Bluestem with smaller amounts 
of Prairie Dropseed and June grass.  Wildflowers proposed are Black-eyed Susan, Asters, 
Goldenrods, Coneflowers, Coreopsis, and Columbine.  The open meadow restoration should 
result in cleared areas containing a mix of native grasses and a scattering of native 
wildflowers attracting native birds and other wildlife species.  Saving Birds will provide the 
seeds at cost, if requested.  The meadows will continue to contain non-native grasses in that 
the restoration effort proposed is not intended to create a native grass prairie.  

Human Resources  -  The three day restoration effort for 2009 should have four to six OWA 
volunteers and two strong-backed manual laborers.  One of the volunteers should be an 
OWA volunteer Project Manager.  His or her responsibility will be to line up the volunteers, 
schedule the three day project, assign duties, arrange for supplies and equipment, identify 
and mark the trees that are not to be cut, and direct the operation. 

Timing  - The restoration plan for 2009 should be approved by the OWA Board and the 
OWA volunteer Project Manager identified by May 1 so that plans can be made and the 
restoration carried out before another summer passes by.   
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Resources and Cost Estimate  -   

-Volunteers with chainsaws, clippers, gloves. 

- Volunteer with jeep, pickup or tractor with 2” ball to pull the chipper. 

- Volunteer with backpack sprayer. 

-  Two paid manual laborers. 

Cost Estimate: 

 Brush-hog rental  (3 days @ $95)  $285 

 Chipper rental  (3 days @ $154)    462 

 Gas        150 

 Manual labor  (2 @$20/hr.)     960 

 Pathfinder 2 herbicide  (7 ½ gal.)    414 

 Tree Branch Bluebird houses  (4 @ $20)     80 

  Seeds (SBTH at cost – est.)     200  

                $2551 

 

 

YEAR 2 (2010) OPERATIONAL PLAN: 

Goal for Year 2  -  Continue restoration of the Unit 2 open areas.  Assuming the large center 
area is cleared in Year 1, the effort will now address the connecting corridor to the north and 
the 1 ¼ acre opening to the south.  It would also mop up any further work needed in the main 
Unit 2 opening that did not get completed inYear 1.  (Note:  In the event that the Year 1 
effort accomplishes the task more quickly than anticipated, some of the connecting areas 
could be covered in Year 1 with a corresponding reduction in effort and cost for Year 2.) 

Operational Detail, Human Resources,  Human Resources, Timing and Estimated Cost for 
Year 2  -   Assume these will be the same as for Year 1.  
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YEAR 3 (2011) OPERATIONAL PLAN: 

 Goal for Year 3  -  Address the needs of the gravel pit open area in Unit 1.  This is an easier 
task and can likely be accomplished in one day. 

Operational Detail  -  Clear the encroaching sumac and other shrubs primarily from the east 
and south sides of the clearing.  Remove the brush with chipper.  Treat the cut stumps with 
herbicide.  Seed the area with Little Bluestem native grass and wildflowers and plant some 
White Pine and Junberry saplings as recommended by Mr. Moore. 

There are extensive, rapidly expanding patches of Poison Ivy at the northeast and southeast 
sections of the clearing.  Although this species is native, OWA may elect to remove most of 
this with an herbicide (Pathfinder 2 or Ortho Brush Killer) so that individuals can safely visit 
and enjoy these locations. 

Human Resources  -  OWA volunteer Project Manager and four to six volunteers. 

Resources and Cost Estimate  -   

-Volunteers with chainsaws, clippers, gloves. 

- Volunteer with jeep, pickup or tractor with 2” ball to pull the chipper. 

- Volunteer with backpack sprayer. 

Cost Estimate: 

 Brush-hog rental  (1 day @ $95)  $  95 

 Chipper rental  (1 day @ $154)    154 

 Gas          50 

 Pathfinder 2 herbicide  (2 ½ gal.)    138 

 Tree Branch Bluebird houses  (4 @ $20)     80 

  Seeds and shrubs  (SBTH at cost – est.)   200  

                $  717 

Note:  Costs are based on 2008 prices.  Due to likely inflation, these estimated prices may be 
higher in three years. 
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ANNUAL MAINTENANCE: 

SBTH recommends that OWA carry out annual maintenance on the portion of the “Woods” 
with the cleared meadows.  In addition to clearing the trails, it will be necessary to remove 
and treat encroaching saplings.  This can likely be done in one day with volunteers equipped 
with clippers and herbicide.  Although the natural evolution of the clearings will be to fill in 
with shrubs, the meadows can be maintained open with relatively modest efforts.  

  

EXPECTED RESULT OF RESTORATION:   

Maintaining the open meadows will provide OWA with an additional habitat that would 
attract and provide for nesting wild birds and other wildlife.  It will add to the attractiveness 
of the area as OWA residents and guests traverse the nature trails to experience more birds, 
summer and fall flowers and an attractive meadow setting.  We would expect this habitat to 
be good for Eastern Bluebird, Tree Swallow, American Redstart, Cedar Waxwing, Indigo 
Bunting, Mourning Warbler, Nashville Warbler, Gray Catbird, Brown Thrasher, Eastern 
Kingbird, Baltimore Oriole, Song Sparrow and Rose-breasted Grosbeak.  Other wildlife that 
will benefit from the open wooded meadow habitat are Cottontail Rabbit,  Gray Fox, Red 
Fox, White-tailed Deer, Eastern Box Turtle, Eastern Tiger Salamander, Eastern American 
Toad, Chorus Frog and Wood Frog. 

In our SBTH evaluation we observed numerous large, beautiful trees that are valuable for 
songbirds and other wildlife.  Among these are Red Oak, Black Cherry, White Birch, 
Quaking Aspen, Sugar Maple, White Ash, White Pine and others.  These species are 
particularly valuable in hosting the insects necessary for songbird reproduction. (Bringing 
Nature Home, Tallamy, 2007). 

 

 

Prepared by Saving Birds Thru Habitat 

 – Kay Charter, E.D. and Marlin Bussey        October 6, 2008 

 

Please contact Kay Charter for any questions or clarification regarding this plan.  Phone 231-
271-3738 or Email at BOBOLINK3@prodigy.net. 

 


